The conclusion is plain. We need a continuous, calculated campaign of education directed at the prospective buyers—and plenty of education ourselves in learning how to best select, display, advertise and sell our merchandise. Many times the pro does a very good job in buying but a poor job of selling, merchandise has to be bought and is bought from him merely because his shop is in a location most convenient for the purchaser or because the buyer can charge the purchase to his club account.

Every experienced professional has observed that six or seven times out of ten the store-bought clubs don't fit the player. I've often thought—and so have other professionals—that if tournament stars played with clubs as ill-fitted to them as many high-handicap golfers use the stars would be breaking 80 only if their putting was lucky.

And, let us be perfectly frank about this; many golfers who bought in pro shops when clubs became available after the war, were so eager to get new clubs that they wouldn't allow the pro to do what he knew he should do in taking more time to get the clubs by having them fitted to the buyer. Even now we see pro shop stocks that are selected more according to the professional's choice of something that he personally likes than because the clubs are exactly suited to the individual who's to buy and use them.

In meeting the store and "buy it wholesale" competition the well-qualified professional has to do a much better and much more persistent job of emphasizing his expert services as a fitter of clubs. It may take a little more time in getting the clubs with the right shafts and weights from the factories, or in a few cases the grips may have to be built up or thinned, but when the buyer does get the clubs they're worth the buyer can use to best advantage.

What the buyer seldom realizes is that the set of clubs is going to last him maybe five to ten years; and the difference in cost per year between clubs he should have and those that don't fit is much less per club than a round of drinks after a game.

Accent on correct fit as a part of the value of the clubs bought from the pro, and warning of the probable misfit in clubs picked out of store stocks, is going to mean plenty in increasing pro sales.

Heart of America Supts. Elect Day President

Annual meeting of The Heart of America Golf Course Supts. Assn. held at the Shawnee CC, Topeka, Kas., had Pres. Art Hall presiding for the first time in about ten months.

Due to the higher operating costs of the association, the members voted to increase the annual dues to $10 per year. Officers for the coming year elected: Pres.: Dudley Day, Blue Hills GC, Kansas City, Mo.; VP: Cecil Smith, Shawnee CC, Topeka, Kas.; Sec.-Treas.: L. E. Lambert, Oakwood CC, Dodson, Mo.